Hockey Game Summary (Final)
#9 St. Norbert College vs Aurora Univ. (11/14/15 at Geneva, Ill.)

St. Norbert College (5-1, 5-1 NCHA) vs. Aurora Univ. (1-4-1, 1-2-1 NCHA)

Date: 11/14/15 • Location: Geneva, Ill. • Arena: Fox Valley Ice Arena
Attendance: 93 • Start time: 3:00 pm • End time: 5:11 pm • Total time: 2:11
Ref: Eric Olson; Ryan Schroder  Line: Jeff Pacocha; Michael Verdonk

St. Norbert College: [2-Alfred Johansson D]; 4-Blake Thompson; 6-Clay Van Diest; 7-Jake Larson; 8-Noah Nelson; 9-Connor Bradshaw; [11-Michael Hill RW]; 12-Pijus Rulevicius; 14-Tyler Andrews; 15-Tanner Froese; 17-Roman Uchyn; 20-Steven Phillips; [21-Chris Rygus D]; [22-Storm Wahlrab LW]; [23-Erik Cooper C]; 25-Sean Campbell; 26-Riley Christensen; 27-Brad Pung; [29-T.J. Black G];

Aurora Univ.: 2-Lochner, Paul; 3-DeSimone, Nicholas; 6-Lingren, Ron; 7-Jonasson, Conor; 8-Sauers, Gregory; 9-Currao, Vincent; [12-Marenis, Rihards LW]; [13-Mikulan, Michael C]; 14-Greene, Tom; [15-Pnewski, Anthony D]; 16-Sofer, Patrick; 17-Hoth, Trevor; [18-Sweeney, Ian D]; 19-Green, Justin; 20-Richison, Tyler; 21-Quinn, Connor; 23-Santopoalo, Tim; [24-Zielecki, Danny RW]; 27-Bergquist, Andrew; [32-Bartels, Matt G]; 40-Rutledge, Jared;

Goal by Period
St. Norbert College 3 2 2 7
Aurora Univ. 1 0 0 1

Shots by Period
St. Norbert College 11 13 10 34
Aurora Univ. 11 12 7 30


Scoring Goalies Penalties
1st Period SNC-1 Brad Pung/2 (Tanner Froese)
1. AU-1 Marenis, Rihards (2-BOARDING)
2. SNC-2 Michael Hill/3 (Storm Wahlrab) [PP]
2. SNC-1 Pijus Rulevicius (2-TRIPPING)
3. SNC-3 Michael Hill/4 (Jake Larson)
3. SNC-2 Storm Wahlrab (2-HIGH STICKING)
4. AU-1 Greene, Tom/3 (Sofer, Patrick;Bergquist, Andrew)
4. AU-2 Currao, Vincent (2-SLASHING)
5. SNC-3 Blake Thompson (2-CROSS-CHECKING)
6. SNC-4 Sean Campbell (2-HOLDING)
5. SNC-4 Pijus Rulevicius/3 (Tanner Froese)
6. SNC-5 Chris Rygus/2 (Erik Cooper)

2nd Period 5. SNC-4 Pijus Rulevicius/3 (Tanner Froese)
6. SNC-5 Chris Rygus/2 (Erik Cooper)
7. SNC-5 Blake Thompson (10-GAME MISCONDUCT)
8. SNC-6 Blake Thompson (5-HITTING FROM BEHIND)
9. AU-3 Sweeney, Ian (2-HOOKING)
10. SNC-7 Roman Uchyn (2-HOLDING)
11. SNC-8 Michael Hill (2-CROSS-CHECKING)
7. SNC-6 Riley Christensen/2 (Alfred Johansson)
8. SNC-7 Roman Uchyn/2 (Jake Larson)

3rd Period 7. SNC-6 Riley Christensen/2 (Alfred Johansson)
8. SNC-7 Roman Uchyn/2 (Jake Larson)
9. SNC-9 Michael Hill (2-INTERFERENCE)
10. SNC-10 Noah Nelson (2-SLASHING)

Game-Winning Goal: SNC-Michael Hill
Three stars: 1. None 2. None 3. None
Did not play - SNC: 35 Tony Kujava . AU: 30 Thompson, Lucas .
Penalty shots - None.

Referee's signature